In a prev ious paper, a ge neral th eorem was investigated for th e s tability of numerical integration me thod s for the so lution of s ystem s of diffe re nti a l equation s. In thi s paper, furth e r theore ms are developed as s uffi c ie nt condition s for the instabilit y of num e ri ca l integration methods. Applying these theore ms , th e in s:abiljt.y of known formula s are c hec ke d eas ily at a gla nce.
The s yste m of m ordinary differe ntial equation s can be writte n in th e vector form as follow s:
with th e initial valu e Y(a) = Yo , xt: [a, b] . where Rll+ , is the round off error. (iii) Y(Xn) be the exact solution of (1) at X=X". Thus the corresponding exact formula is:
Le t th e vectors: (i)
The truncation error Tk+, = /Lh, + ,h:' + 'Y~~;'i)+ O(hk+2), (iv) €1l be the error of th e solution at the point Xn, thus:
(2)
In Karim's paper [1] ,1 we discussed the following:
1. Corresponding to the integration formula (2), there is a nonhomogeneous system of linear difference equations with co nstant coefficients for the error Ell in the form: 2. Corresponding to the system of difference equations (6) there is a system of the characteristic polyn i:lmial equations:
where: pi= the eigenvalues of the matrix J.
3. The numerical integration method (2) is said to be stable according to Wilf's criterion (1959) [3] if the roots of (7) for all i = 1 (l) m are in side the unit circle in the com plex plane, so that the e rror introduced at any stage tends to decay than build up. Expanding the terms of (4) according to Taylor, and comparing the coefficients of h j , we get the following system of linear equations:
where:
For j = 0 and j = 1 it follows from (8):
110)
REMARK: Many incorrect formulas of the form (2) are found in some references. It is necessary to che c k such cases at least by formulas (9) and (10). In many cases it is sufficient to use (9) and (10) for the correc tion s . especiall y in case of a sign mistake or in case of some wrong coefficients, otherwise it is necessary to make use of (8) for j = 2, 3 . . . , k + 1. It is possible for e xample, by using (9) and (10) to recognize immediately that eleven of the eighteen formulas, due to H . .J. Gray (1955) [4] Itab les 4, page 14, formulas Nr. 6 , 9, 10 . . . , 18) have thirteen mistakes. lis in g (9) and (10), the mistake s ca n be co rrected. Also two formulas by W. Quade (1957) [5J (p . 160 formula (6.2') and p. 167 formula (9.4)) have written mistakes. 
(11)
.lor all i = 1, 2, where:
., m are positive definite
an Lntl'rpO atwn ormu a.
The proof of this th eor e m is to be found in Karim [11.
Tm:O REM (2): U a _q = . +::. 1 and ILq = -a _qbl then the integration formula 12) is unstable.
PROOF: Applying th eore m (1), the first determinant becomes:
Thll s. it is s uffi c il ' nt th a t , th e intl' g rati o n formul a (2) is un s tabl e .
then the integration formula (2) is unstable.
PROOF:
1. If q is an eve n numbe r, we ge t Applyin:! (9) it follow s: o L (-1)"(( ,, = -1.
l :s in g th e firs t ass umption of th e th eo re m we g;et:
If q is an odd number, we get:
v=-q
Applying the firs t assumption of the theorem we get:
(12') According to (12) and (12'), l\j = -1 is a characteristic root of the equation (7), whether q is an odd or even number. Thus, due to Wilfs definition, the integration formula (2) is unstable.
V= -Q then: (i) The system of the nonhomogeneous difference equations (6) has a non constant particular solution.
(ii) The integration method (2) is unstable.
PROOF:
(i) To find a particular solution of (6), let Ev = E = a nonzero constant vector, Thus we get from (6):
Using (9) and (13) it follows:
(14) (15) This means that the assumption (14) contradicts (15) with reference to (6) . Put Ev= VE in (6), where E is a nonzero constant vector. Using (9) and (13) we get:
I
Hence assuming that L bv • v =1= 0, det J =1= 0 , and applying (10) and (13), it can be prove d that:
Thus the equations system (6) has a particular solution which is equal to
In the case of L bv • v = 0, then En is a polynomial in n of degree greater than 1.
v=-q
(ii) Using (9) and (13) we have:
v= -q v=-q
This means Ai= 1 is a c haracteristi c root of the eq (7). Thus, and in addition of (i), the stability condition is not satisfied and th e integration formula (2) is unstable.
Illustrative Examples
The instability of the following integration formulas may be easily checked at a glance: 
